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Celebrqte Eoch-ffi
ON THE FIRST DAY OF EACH SCHOOL YEAR, MY STUDENTS AND

I form a circle and I ask them these questions:

Do we all have the same hair color?

Do we all have the same eyes?

Do we all have the same skin?

Do we all wear the same clothes?

Then I have them look around at each other and themselves

so they realize that everyone is different. I ask them, "How

would I know who you were if you all looked alike?" "Is it nice

that we are different?" After the discussion, I get out art sup-

plies and exclaim, "Let's celebrate that we are all speciall"

I bring out a package of precut cardboard doll cutouts in a

variety of skin colors. Students are encouraged to choose the

one that is closest to their skin color. I provide construction
paper, yarn, sequins and other easily available craft supplies.

Students choose what they need to make their doll represent

themselves. They choose yarn to match their hair, colored

er
shaky eyes to match their eye color and construction paper

to match their clothes. Students who wear glasses are encour-

aged to draw those with a marker. We begin the year by proudly

making ourselves, and it is a joy to see the children taking such

care and pride in their representations.

After each doll is complete, we add names to the front and

use them on our classroom responsibility board. Each student

is given a job each week and their doll is proudly displayed

next to that job to identify that it is their responsibility. This

way, we extend the use of the diversity lesson into our daily

responsibilities.
Because it asks students to identify racial characteristics by

creating a doll that best represents who they are, this activity
can introduce race to even the youngest of children. Students

from different racial groups may find that they "matchl'spark-

ing deeper conversations about race and ethnicity. You can

follow up by introducing wonderful early children's literature
lil<e The Skin You Live In (order it at www.ipgbook.com for

$14.95) and Skin Again (www.iumpatthesun.com for $16.99).

Having students talk about their own doll and how they relate

to dolls of other colors is a great way to begin children on the

lifelong dialogue needed to heal race relations in our schools

and communities.
Soro lpotenco
Bethlehem Lutheron School

Lokewood, Colo.

US# MtiSlC Y# enhonce this lesson for young chil-

dren by ordering We Are Family' A Musicol Messoge

For All ($7) at www.wearet'amilyt'oundation.org. This

chorming sing-olong DVD hos young children's

fovorites like SpongeBob SquorePonts ond his

friends. Children con donce olong with their dolls to

celebrote the fomily of the humon roce.
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Brrrh Up on R.tpect
\)(/HENEVER I FEEL THAT STUDENTS ARE STARTING TO PICK ON

each other and get disrespectful, I use this activity to get them
to think about their behavior. For this activity, you need a tube

of toothpaste, a four-by-six index card, a marker, a popsicle

stick and a toothpick.
Tell students that today everyone is going to brush

up on respect. Start by asking these three questions:
"How does respect look? How does respect sound?
How does respect feel?" Allow for five to ten minutes
of discussion.

Using the marker, draw a big "R" on the four-by-six
card. Let students know that the "R" represents "respect"; talk
about what respect looks like when it comes out of our mouths.
Talk about the words, the tone, the facial expressions and even

the body language people use

to show respect.
Tell students they're going

to freshen their words by
covering that "R" with tooth-
paste. A volunteer takes the
tube and squeezes paste out
of it to paint the "R'l As your
volunteer is making sure it's

completely covered, help stu-
dents make a connection
between fresh breath and
speaking good words, using
good manners and maintain-
ing a friendly tone ofvoice.

Then tell the students
you've made a terrible mis-
take. You've just realized that
this "R" actually stands for
"rudel' Invite your volunteer
to help you take the word
back.

Challenge your vol-
unteer to put the
toothpaste back into
the tube. On the first
attempt, your volunteer
may try to retrace with the
tube itself, hoping that the
toothpaste will go back in.

When that doesn't work, offer your volunteer a popsicle stick or
toothpick to keep trying, all the while discussing how it's impos-
sible to take "disrespectful, hurtful" words back. This serves as

an excellent visual demonstration of the power of words
because in the end, it's very messy. Use that as a spring-

board to discuss the mess that ugly words can cause.

Follow up by brainstorming ways in which a stu-
dent could fix a mess like that. Discuss the steps you d

have to take to right the wrong. Have students role-
play to learn how to give a genuine apology. Ask them

to reflect on the lesson during morning meeting the next

day, or in their journal writing. And, of course, give everyone
a breath mint to remind them that what comes out of their
mouths matters.
Borbqro Gruener
Westwood Elementory School

Friendswood, Texos

**mFA* Benjamin ond the Word ($14.95) ot
www.artepublicopress.com to reinforce this lesson. lt's

o bilinguol book thot dispels the myth thot "sticks ond

stones will breok your bones but words will never hurt
you." Perfect for storting discussions on nome-colling.
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Discriminotion in Bonned Books
THE LAST WEEI( OF SEPTEMBER IS BANNED BOOKS'WEEK.

Many teachers use the event to talk about free speech with
their students. I also use it to begin a conversation about

discrimination.
In class, I give each student a banned book. I do not imme-

diately tell them why the book was banned. Instead, I ask them

to look at the cover of the book, read the title page and first
chapter. I ask them to look at illustrations in the book. Once the

students have completed their investigation, I show the "rea-

son" each book has been banned on the overhead projector.

Students then discuss the reasons each book was banned. I
use the following questions to guide discussion:

. Are there valid reasons to ban books?

. Do the reasons listed for your book seem valid to you?

W'hy or why not?
. W'hat benefits, if any, are there to getting a book banned?

. What harm, if any, is caused by having a book banned?

. Is age-appropriateness a valid reason?

I allow approximately 15 minutes for discussion. That gives

every student a chance to discuss their book and their impres-

sion of the reason it was banned.

I put up a list where everyone can view it, then have the stu-

dents start to categorize the reasons books have been banned.

Once all the reasons have been divided up, I divide the students

into the same number of groups. Each group has a category.

The assignment for each group is to create something (a poster,

an essay, a PowerPoint, a drawing, etc.) that will help other stu-

dents to see why someone might see the category as a valid

reason for a book being banned, and why someone might see

it as an invalid reason. Students should think about the role

discrimination might play in the banning of books. Are some

books banned because ofbias against a certain group ofpeo-
ple? How can you tell?

As the groups finish their project, I let them know that the

books they have been using will be in the classroom for the

next two weeks, to give everyone a chance to investigate them

individually.
This plan can be modified for use in the early grades, using

banned children's picture books. (Believe me, there are plenty

of them!)
Tressy llort
Mqrtin Methodist College

Minor Flill, Tenn.

F#ffi !-iSYS #F bonned/chollenged books ond the

stoted reosons for bonning them, go to the Americon

Librory Associotion's website of www.olo.org ond

seorch for "Frequently Chollenged Books."
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Core Sompl"t
MY FATHER'IN-LAW IS A GEOLOGIST, SO HE OFTEN TAKES CORE

samples from the earth. Core samples are fascinating columns
of rock and mineral cut from deep below the earth's surface
with a drill. They are marbled with shades of color that serve
as a record of the history and composition of a particu-
Iar piece ofland.

I believe taking "core samples" of our students'val-
ues can be just as enlightening. The following activity is

designed to help students think about their core values.
These core values can be discussed as students exam-
ine history, literature, science and even their own behavior.

1) Ask students to divide a piece of paper into three columns.
2) Label the first column "Communityl' Discuss what com,

munities your students belong to: the class, their school, the
neighborhood, and so on. Ask students what characteristics
they value in themselves as they interact with their communi-

ties. What traits should a member of a community have? Have
students list the traits that they believe community members
should possess in the first column.

3) Label the second column "Eamily!'Here, students list
traits that a family member should have. Ask: "What role

do you play in your family? How do you think people
in a family should behave?" Some characteristics from
Column One may repeat in Column Two.

4) Label the third column "Friendsl' Students
should fill in the third column with traits they value in

their friends. Ask: "How do you strive to be as a friend?
What do you expect from your friends?"

5) Now you can discuss these core values as a class. Compile
a master list on the board. The students do not have to come to
a consensus about which core values are correct, but it is inter-
esting to see the variety ofcore values that people hold. Ask:
"What traits show up in all three columns? Why? Which traits
do many of us value?" The discussion should help them under-
stand that different people value different things.

Continue the discussion by examining how these values
affect our actions. Ask: "Do these core values influence the
decisions you make? How? Can core values conflict with
one another?"

If you help students identify their own core values, you
can illuminate students' own decision-making processes and
explain why literary and historical figures made the decisions
they did. Why did Martin Luther I(ing, )r. preach nonviolent
resistance?'Why did Atticus Finch defend Tom Robinson? The
acknowledgment and understanding ofcore beliefs opens up a

deeper level of character and motivation analysis. It also offers
an opportunity for students to compare reactions to challeng-
ing situations without judgment. Core values cross content
areas and extend outside the classroom and into students'lives.
Koy F{oneymon

l-lighlond Pork Middle School
Dollqs, Texos

SFIOW $TUFHF{TS $-lS\4 knowing ond under-
stonding their core beliefs con be the foundotion
for leodership wilh Everyday Leodershryr ($29.95)

www.f reespirit.com.
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Rooting Out T"rmites
TERMITES, SMALL AND OVERLOOKED, CAN KNOCK DO\)gN

forests and turn buildings to powder; intolerance operates in
much the same way.

It's not uncommon to hear students - including students of
color - repeating the biased language they've heard. (Not long

ago,for instance, I overheard one ofmy students saying "You

throw like a rich white girll') Left unchallenged, comments like

this can nibble away at our students, tearing town the futures

they've envisionsed for themselves.

I created an activitythat isoiates several ofthe acts ofintol-

".h{: :i" fr 
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erance that so frequently exist in the lives of my students.

I wrote short narratives that ask students to imagine

themselves in scenarios of everydaybigotry, prompting

them to think about how best to address these acts of
intolerance. My narratives cover these topics:

My uncle the rocist: Standing-up to racist family
members.

Thotl so goy, retorded or ghetto: Using identity
as put'downs or in a negative context.

Speok English, this is Americo!: Confronting the racist

messages that work to erase immigrant culture - isolating
immigrants from their culture and from the mainstream at

the same time.
"Girl! qint nothin'but..." Objectification of females by

males - from music videos to playground chatter.

My iPhone ond your clothes from Wol'Mort:
Perception of what's'tool" and what's "not cool" and

the class privilege that underlies these ideas.

Menl work qnd women! work: Gender roles at

home, in the workplace and on campus.
The "schoolboy" ond the "schoolgirl:" The alien-

ation of high-performing students.
Being different in o ploce where sqmeness is

required: Situations in which physical appearance, sex-

ual orientation or religious belief could lead to ostracism.

I group my students into teams of three to four. I pay

close attention to ensure each group has the best pos-

sible balance of males and females; of well-performing
and struggling students; and ofstudents from varying

F#R 3"{p$ #N how to respond effectively

to everydoy instonces of rocism, check

out the online guide Speok Upl ot
w w w.to le r ance.o rg /s pe aku p/

socioeconomic levels. Each group receives one ofthe eight sce-

narios, and is asked to talk for five to ten minutes about how

best to respond. When they have reached a conclusion they
record their responses and rotate to the next table and sce-

nario. I "work the roomj'listening and engaging with them to

assist and elaborate where needed. This rotation, along with a

debriefing, takes two periods.

In life, these scenarios are frequent and common, but they

often pass before we can engineer the best response. Giving stu-

dents time, support and guidance to formulate resPonses

ahead of time gives them the awareness and confidence

to speak up for themselves and one another.

Morcos Torres

Corono F{igh School

Corono, Colif.
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Linguistic Tol"ronce
I AM A SPANISH LANGUAGE TEACHER AND I HAVE STUDENTS

who are from Mexico, Guatemala, Argentina and many dif-
ferent Spanish-speaking countries. I find the diversity in the
Spanish-speaking community to be truly fascinating. We
Spanish speakers are not all alike, as popular media often por-
tray us. Because I am teaching language, I use the diversity of
Spanish to highlight the diversity of our community.

Linguistic discrimination is a growing trend in my school.
Students from diverse backgrounds get together in class and
use their home language, often associating only with fellow
students who speak the same kind of English or Spanish they
speak. Here's how I fight this kind of self-segregation.

First I show some photographs to students to get the discus-
sion going. For example, I show photographs ofcorn, peanuts,
and other common items. I ask students to write down the
word they use for that item. Next I break students into groups
based on the English name of the object they are naming (a

corn group, a peanut group, and so on). Then students see

how many different Spanish names they had for this one sin-
gle ob;'ect. Students are asked to identify which term they think
is the best one to name the object and they must give the ratio-
nale behind their thoughts.

After this initial activity, I give students a handout with
terms in English divided into two columns. Theyhave to match
the items in column A (the common terms they most likely
know) with the items in column B (the same items named dif-
ferently in places like the United I(ngdom and Canada). This
is the handout I use:

REGIONALISMS
Draw a line from the regionalisms in column A to the correspond-
ingwords in column B.

A
Line
Elevator

Subway

Truck

B

Lorcy
Underground

Queue
Lift

(You can deepen the list by adding English word pairs that are
associated with different regions within the United States, such
as Bag/Sack, Buggy/Cart or Soda/Pop.)

W'hen students are done, we go over the information and
we have a lively discussion about the different names for these
common items. Next, I ask them to do the same thing with
terms in Spanish. This is the handout I use:

REGIONALISMOS
Ahora haz lo mismo, pero conlos siguientes comestibles en espafrol.

AB

&4€XlCAh{ AMgRleAi"{, Cubon Americon,
Dominicon Americon ond Puerto Ricon writers
come together to creote o collection of 17 stories in
Once Upon o Cuento ($l5.95). The stories show the
incredible diversity in Lotino/o heritoge. Order
it ctl w ww.c u r bs f one.org

Elote, Choclo
Mani, cacahuates
papas

]ugo de china, zumo de nar
habichuelas tiernas, vainitas,
Ejotes, porotos

After the students are done, we all do the activity together on
the board and have another lively discussion about how we say

things in our different countries of origin. I also have students
transfer their work onto posters with visuals so that they have
cues for their vocabulary words. This is a fantastic way to begin
discussions in a language class about the diversity of a seem-
ingly homogeneous group.
Sergio Lopez Alorcrin
Beverly l-lills l-ligh School
Los Angeles, Colif.

Judias verdes

Jugo de naranja
Cacahuetes

Maiz
Patatas

Compiled by JEFF SAPP . lllustrotions by SUSAN ESTELLE KWAS
'* {f
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